Berkshire Mountain Distillers Cask-Finished Bourbon Whiskey
Series Release
Berkshire Mountain Distillers (BMD) is doing a special collaboration with 10 influential craft brewers across
the country. Inspired by his love of craft beer and his passion to create new, unique spirits, Distiller and Owner
Chris Weld is finishing his award-winning Berkshire Bourbon in recently emptied beer barrels. The name of the
brewery and beer will be indicated on each bottle and be released only in the region from which it hails.
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Brewer: Tröeg’s Brewing Company, Hershey, PA;
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Beer: Beer-barrel aged Tröegenator double bock.
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A strong dark ale with a warming , rich chewy body.
Vanilla, oak, toasted coconut and a subtle spicyness
round out this beer nicely; 8.2% ABV.

Process: For our Tröegenator cask finished bourbon, we
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Berkshire Mountain distillers, sheffield, Ma

43% alc. /vol.
(86 proof)

Est. 2007

750 mL

put our fully aged Berkshire Bourbon in Tröegenator barrels
for a six month cask finishing process. During this time the
bourbon takes on certain nuances of the Tröegenator. The
end product is an incredible amalgamation of two unique
and wonderful beverages that both came about due to a
love of the craft, determination and a desire to produce
something different. The resultant beer is complex and
spirited.

Tasting Notes: This bourbon brings together two very different worlds. The nose is pleasantly confusing, a
beautiful partnership between whiskey and beer, a sharp demarcation–wonderfully synergistic–exists here in
this spirit that will please lovers of both whiskey and beer alike. Notes of sweet mocha, vanilla and spicy rye that
are heavily overlayed by floral hoppy notes. There is a bittersweet quality to this bourbon that is just wonderful!

Product Availability: Approximately 1,500 bottles (250 cases) will be available in Pennsylvania and
New Jersey. 43% ABV.

